Materials List Basic Jewelry Soldering Class

- 6 inch by 12 inch piece of metal, copper, or sterling sheet in 22 gauge
- 3 feet or more of brass, copper, or sterling wire of 18 gauge
- Silver sheet solder in 75, 70, 65, and 56 percent alloys
- Small pill bottles or other containers for solder after it is cut
- Two 6 in by 6 inch Solderite soldering boards
- Tin snips or shears
- Titanium soldering pick
- A plumber’s blue propane torch or a small butane torch (plus refill can)
- Jeweler’s saw and blades in size 2/0
- A small ball peen hammer
- A small 5 to 6 inch ceramic bowl for cooling water
- Black wet or dry sandpaper in 200, 600, and 1000 grits
- Black sharpie type marker

- Files will be provided.
- Please bring a small unlined notebook to draw designs for your work or to jot down notes you might want to keep.
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